Mortality experience of US veterans following service as international peacekeepers in Bosnia/Kosovo theater, 1996-2002.
Beginning in 1996 US military personnel served as peacekeeping forces in Bosnia/Kosovo. No studies have assessed the long-term post-deployment health of this US cohort. Based on the health concerns raised in studies of military personnel from other countries, this study focused on mortality due to Leukemia, respiratory disease, respiratory cancer, and heart disease. This study compared the post-war cause-specific mortality of 53,320 veterans who deployed to Bosnia/Kosovo between 1996-2002 to that of 117,267 veterans who also served in the military between 1996-2002, but were not deployed to Bosnia/Kosovo. Expressed as standardized mortality ratios (SMR)s the cause-specific mortality for both deployed and non-deployed were compared separately to that of the US general population. Cause-specific mortality risks among Bosnia/Kosovo veterans relative to that of non-deployed veterans were assessed using Hazard Ratios (HR)s generated by Cox proportional-hazards models. The overall mortality of both deployed and non-deployed veterans was almost half that of the US population, SMR = 0.59, 95%, C.I., 0.55-0.62 and SMR = 0.66, 95%, C.I., 0.64-0.68, respectively. Neither group of veterans had any excess of disease related mortality compared to that of the US population. Compared to non-deployed, deployed veterans did not experience any increased risks for any of the diseases of a priori interest. It does not appear that US military deployed to Bosnia/Kosovo have any increased risks of disease related mortality. However, this study would not have been able to detect increased risk of cancers with latency periods that exceeded the 18 years of follow-up available in this study.